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Address CP Solar Co., LTD 
11/F, Front Block, Hang Lok Bldg, 128-130 
HongKong

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
CP-Solar is located in Wenzhou, Zhejiang Province, south of Shanghai. Founded in 2006, First, CHINA PARTNER SOLAR officially becomes CP-
Solar. CP-Solar is a producer of photovoltaic panels mono and poly crystalline now known and recognized for its reliability, quality modules and
delivery times very fast. True to our principles, CP-Solar will now further in its global approach to solar energy by creating a join-venture with Lynx
Industries and becoming a subsidiary of Lynx Finances Group,a major European financial group, which already has a manufacturing plant for solar
panels and accessories with a capacity of 120mW(delivery of the new plant, June 2009). We are also proud to report that our new financial partner is
also a specialist in renewable energy in the field of Research and Development, the self-financing photovoltaic installation and production of PV CP-
Solar becomes more than a single entity exporting solar panels. It uses its internal forces such as the commercial service, an international
management, a commercial presence on all continents. Its new financial strength enabling a production capacity is more important to CP-Solar a
reputable and recognized by professionals. Total investment in the quality of materials (silicon, accessories, etc.. ...) And the innovation of its R & D
team will push CP-Solar and his new partner to see European financial 2009 with very good prospects.
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